Holy Name Parades in Boston

By Father Klesh

The Holy Name Society of Marine Corps Air Station Cherry Point, N. C., held its annual Holy Name Parade in honor of St. Joseph, the Patron Saint of the Holy Family, this past Labor Day weekend. The parade was sponsored by all of the organizations of the Station. Organized groups, dancing units and the Cherry Point Band participated in the event which took place this past Sunday afternoon. The parade was followed by a Community Picnic at the Tallman Park. The picnic included a dinner and various games which were enjoyed by the participating groups and families alike.

Winterizing Vehicles to Meet Cold Months

The annual program for winterizing Government motor vehicles and allied equipment was initiated on October 15.

Tags will be used on all vehicles starting November 1st and the last two weeks in December. Gas tags will be issued gas until the vehicle is equipped with anti-freeze. This will affect the entire fleet of Government vehicles and equipment. Therefore, all vehicles must be inspected and winterized according to the instructions attached.

A&R Girl Wins Miss Cherry Point

Margaret Morris Crowned 15 Oct.

At Station Dance

Sports Fan, Swimming, Bowling and Amateur Photography Top Hobbies of Queen

Margaret Morris, lovely Morehead Miss of 29, was crowned MISS CHERRY POINT at the special Station Dance Wednesday night held in her honor as the winner of the local beauty search sponsored by the WINDSOCK. Known to friends in the Statistics bureau of A&R as "Margie," Miss Morris will represent Cherry Point in the Nationwide Run-up Contest now underway by the Armed Forces Press Service, a news service subscribed to by the WINDSOCK.

Margaret, Mrs. C. D. Cates and Miss Evelyn Collins were selected as the seminfinalists in the photo judging 9 October. The judges cast the final ballots Friday, 16 October, to choose "Margie" as MISS CHERRY POINT. "I don't feel any different right now, but I probably will Wednesday night," was the curly headed, blue-eyed brunette's first reaction when interviewed last Monday at A&R as MISS CHERRY POINT. "I haven't thought much about it," she confessed after winning her third trial by eye, judges' eyes at that.

Miss Morris was chosen Queen of the Morehead USO in 1947 and this last August she was chosen third in the statewide Tar Heel Tobacco Festival in Wilson. Last Wednesday night, Margie, escorted by a Flying Marine honor guard in dress blues, was crowned MISS CHERRY POINT and Queen of the Dance. Mrs. Cates and Miss Collins were her Court Attendants for the evening's gala celebration.

When questioned about the big IF, the National Contest, "Margie" admitted that she had been thinking about a career in the modeling field for some time. "Yes, but I probably will Wednesday night," was the curly headed, blue-eyed brunette's first reaction when interviewed last Monday at A&R as MISS CHERRY POINT. "I haven't thought much about it," she confessed after winning her third trial by eye, judges' eyes at that.
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Mrs. Marjorie Guiter, assistant in the Library, keeps a watchful eye on activities in the library located on the second deck of the P. X. building.

Certainly indelible, for the story she tells is far from trite! To begin with, the little town is considered unimportant and unwanted, and the family in turn is dominated by thirty-nine-year-old Captain Caleb Dow. His wife, Delight, is devoted to him, but she worries about his sensitive son, John, who has no love for the sea. The real rift comes when Caleb insists on the marriage of his daughter to Charles Merrill, his usurious first mate! There is one person, however, who really can put Caleb in his place—old Camille Dow, the French grandmother. Just how she does it is well worth finding out.

BIG CELEBRATION

By Frances Howell

With this year's 172nd Marine Corps birthday just around the corner, many states, counties, cities, and municipalities are planning events to honor the Marine Corps. The most outstanding event may well be the Big Celebration scheduled to take place at Cherry Point on November 10 to honor the Marine Corps.

An interesting inside is the ship in which the girl was found. Gypsy Markoff, in that she survived after landing in the air in 1941, which killed 14 soldiers. In fact, Gypsy claims to have emerged from the wreckage with no visible injury whatsoever. As a matter of fact, she was unable to walk for several days.

UNIT OF WEEK

The Training Program of the fire department consists of: Daily drills, which include hose, water, and insulated pumper; and supervision of their enforcement; conducting a continuous training program; and Sunday school and Men's League meetings.

The men are divided into seven squads, making an average of two and one-half men on duty each day, four of whom are on duty at the Sub Station at HQ.

Equipment consists of: Three combination ladder and pumpers, three combination Seagrave pumpers and hose wagons, one high pressure Seagrave truck used for small fires. The Seagrave pumpers are built to carry 2,000 feet of 2-inch hose. The combination ladder and pumpers are built to carry 1,000 feet of 2 1/2-inch hose. Last year the number of lives saved added 100,000, and property loss, $500,000.

The event was broadcast over most of the Eastern Networks of radio and network programs, and was also broadcast over the national network from New York City.

MISS CHERY POINT

From the Halls of Montezuma to the Rose Bowl game. The event was broadcast by ABC, the Halls of Montezuma being the third date, and last night, we were going steady and, broke to Pfc. Ewing G. Whittaker. Pfc. Ewing G. Whittaker. "The most outstanding event that I had just learned how to dance a short dance, and that was the first dance that I had. I had just learned how to dance a short dance, and that was the first dance that I had.
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Would you like to be?

With a degree many of you would, especially with the rapid
changes being made today by the aviation industry. The
question is, then, of course, what ground and still
be with airplanes. Well, the Marine Corps Institute has
called for the prospective pilot, the MCI offers Air Flying, a complete
23-lesson course containing detailed data on such subjects as reading
documents, handling controls, history of aviation, theory of flight,
and flight instruction, and a score of others. Also included in this
course are the basic principles of aircraft maintenance, aerodynamics,
pressure systems, and more.

Complete Aviation Mechanics, a new combination of studies for the
"keep 'em flying," has just recently been added to the MCI curriculum of technical courses. Containing 24-lesson program are four sub-courses entitled Aviation Carburator
Mechanics, Aviation Propeller Mechanics, Aviation Instrument Mechanic, and Aviation Hydraulics Mechanics. Each of these courses may be taken
separately as was the arrangement previously to the inauguration of the
new program.

An MCI spokesman pointed out that a student will benefit more by
enrolling in the overall course. The chief advantage lies in the omission
of overlapping lessons contained in each sub-course. Second only to
the complete full program will be awarded an MCI diploma for the complete course, as well as a certificate for each sub-

Another popular branch of aviation is navigation. For men inter-
ested in this type of work the MCI has the courses, Air Navigation and
Air Instruments, a course in Aviation Metal射手, also offered as a supplement to the rest of the courses.

Here is an opportunity to begin your study of aviation, whether
as a hobby or as a career. Get aboard today and cruise along with

WINDSOCK

NEW RED CROSS DIRECTOR HERE

With the Pepsi-Cola radio singing jingle now so well known it has
been decided to try a new twist. The company's officials hit on the idea
of using the jingle in their new vending machines. Ask your
buddy to go down the street in white and yellow and shout out,
"Pepsi-Cola hits the Spot..." From diamond baseball, that last to disk
to show is the step by step by step by step by step by step
broadcasting of the New York Yankees baseball games, has signed up
to do a three hour daily show in New York until the opening of the 1948
baseball season.

Larry Kaye is the latest big star to get the axe November 9 as Hayco Shampoo drops out as Barker... Hold on as for
the number one hit of the nation with a comfortable, merely, "Night

HATE YOU SIGNED THIS PAP
BEFORE! Mr. Steve Bailey, new
American Red Cross Field Director,
arrived here this afternoon from his
last post at Kresser Air Field, Missis-
ippi. Reliving Mr. Bailey, my helper,
Steve, will assist me elsewhere, Steve was formerly<br> ...
Blackhawks" Top Yellowjackets as Troop 52 Stages Half-Time Show

Attracted in everything from tobacco sticks to bagsy football pants, sweat shirts, 'skivvies' shorts, and shoes to--of all things--no socks at all, the "Blackhawk's" weapons, a Beckett to Mancos own 43 and a Beckett to Mancos own 43 didn't have to do the exercising. After an exchange of punts. "JAX" took possession on their own 48 and a Beckett to Mancos aerial, a Macaroni made three yard gain, and a nine yard advance by McQuary gave the successors a first down on the Cherry Point nine. McQuary, in three attempts, moved the ball to the "Point" one yard line. Expecting another McQuary blast, the "Flyers" strengthened their front four! defensive only to have McQuary fake a center plunge and pass to Anania for a score. Buscher's placement was good and the score read 21-0.

Midway in the last quarter "JAX" moved from their own 48 to the Cherry Point 25 before being confronted with a front-four-down-four-to-go situation. Not content with a 25-point advantage, Buscher kicked a 33-yard field goal to lead the score 24-0.

Moments later, "Point" fullback "Shovel" was the third point to do the exercising. After taking over on the 25, "Wahoo" took it on a handoff and wiggled, squirmed and swivel-hipped his way 75 yards to a touchdown. Buscher's placement was good and the score read 28-0.

"Wahoo" outplayed the "Point" in the third quarter with a score. The try for the extra point was blocked and the score stood at 28-0.

In the fourth quarter, "Yellow Jackets" of Troop 52 defeated the "Blackhawk" of Troop 52, 6-0. In an interesting and crowd appealing touch football contest during last week's half time period. The only score came when Horsey Foke, "Blackhawk" went over the ground route on no "nobs" and "saabs" from the "Point". The two teams will meet tomorrow afternoon during half time period.